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ACL can be used as part of normal au-
dit testing to detect duplicate billings and
claim payments. This can be very useful
for healthcare and insurance organizations
that are now facing heightened scrutiny by
government regulators.

Duplicate payments occur for a variety
of reasons including malfunction of system
controls or data entry errors that bypass
automated system flags.

What is the best way to identify a po-
tential duplicate given the potential fields
that can be matched? On the one hand you
don’t want an overly specific test in which
too many potential duplicates are missed;
nor do we want an approach so broad that
we identify too many false alarms. Even
with the right test there may be a legitimate
(but not obvious) reason why an identified
set of claims may not turn out to be dupli-
cates.

Before rushing out and running a du-
plicates test, a clear understanding of the
data and the organization’s claims process
is also needed. A simple example can illus-
trate some potential pitfalls.

Table 1 contains sample claims data.
What fields should we match to identify
possible duplicate paid claims? It should
first be observed that individual line items

Is it really a Duplicate?

duplicates that have the same claim num-
ber. For Claim 1: Records 1,2,3 would be
misidentified as duplicates when matching
Medical Record Number, Service Date and
Paid amounts at either Line or Claim level.
Such a test, matching Paid (Line-Level),
would list Records 1, 2, 3 and 7. If we
matched Paid (Claim-Level) instead of
Line-Level, we would get Records 1
through 6 as potential duplicates. Even us-
ing both Paid fields would only list Records
1,2,3 which are from the same claim. How
can we exclude the same claims from this
duplicates test?

One approach would be to summarize
the file on the Claim before running the du-
plicates test and accumulate the Paid (Line-
Level) but not Paid (Claim-Level) which
presumably already has been totaled. In
doing so your output should now be as
shown in Table 2.

Running a duplicates test on the sum-
marized file to match Medical Record
Number, Service Date and Paid (at either
or both levels) should result in a more use-
ful list. You would now have Records 1, 5
and 6 listed as possible duplicates (or a trip-
licate!) and they are separate claims.
Record 7 will no longer be misidentified
as a duplicate. In truth Claim 1 is not the

TABLE 1

from a claim are captured as separate
records. Notice that the line-items total the
claim-level amount. In other words, a par-
ticular claim can consist of multiple records
within the data file. You may want the data
at this level for other reasons or you may
be stuck with this particular extract.

same as 2 and 3-they just happened to
total to the same amount. Hopefully such
an occurrence will be rare but this illustrates

TABLE 2

Recoid C&&n ‘Medictil  Rec. Service  Wit@ Paid &%e&&) r’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)  ‘,’
I I 000 I 0 I/O I /2000 I00.00 I00.00
5 2 000 I 0 I/O l/2000 I00.00 100.00
6 3 0001 01/01/2000 100.00 100.00
7 4 000 I 01/01/2000 30.00 30.00

In most instances we should safely con-
clude that we don’t want to list potential

why the original bills should be traced and
investigated. For illustrative purposes let’s
assume we investigate and discover that
Claims 2 and 3 (Records 5 and 6) are ac-
tual duplicates.

There may be other fields to match that
will reduce the number of false alarms. The
type of service performed is one possibil-
ity. Keep in mind the possibility of exclud-
ing actual duplicates submitted by savvy
yet unscrupulous providers. You may well
want to start broad and see how many hits
you get before matching too many fields.

For instance, a vendor may submit the
same bill with slightly different amounts
for the same service. The duplicates test
above would not catch such an occurrence.
A separate test can be conducted matching
Medical Record Number, Service Date and
Vendor Name or Number. If the duplicates
list is too large to investigate each item, then
review actual claims for clues to identify
instances where you would legitimately
have more than one service and claim on
the same day for the same person. Is there
an identifying feature that can be filtered
out of the duplicates file? Better yet, you
may stumble upon an anomaly that points
to a fraudulent or abusive billing practice.

Of course this is a simplified example
and your approach will vary depending on
the claim or billing system. Depending on
your data you may not want to summarize
the claims. It may also be possible to have
a duplicate record or payment with the same
claim number.

What one learns from testing for dupli-
cates can later be implemented prior to fu-
ture pay runs to avoid double payments or
used to improve overall claims processing.
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